Shopping Ischia - Complex anti-age thermal face cream - Ischia Thermae

Complex anti-age thermal face cream

50 ml jar - From Ischia Thermae the cosmic strategy is born to effectively combat the signs of the time: ANTI-AGE FACIAL COMP-FACE
CREAM expressly formulated to counteract Free Radicals, the main responsible for skin aging and to give new energy and vitality to the skin.

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
Base price with tax 38,00 €
Sales price 38,00 €
Discount

Ask a question about this product
ManufacturerIschia Thermae

Description
The exclusive ANTI-AGING THERMAL COMPLEX is based on Ischia Thermae Thermal Water, extremely rich in trace elements and whose
undisputed re-hydrating properties contribute to giving skin cells new vigor.
ANTI-AGE COMPLEX FACE CREAM slows down the signs of aging, significantly reduces lines and wrinkles, strengthens the capacity for skin
regeneration, protects the skin from environmental agents with a visible and long-lasting cosmetic result. (*) The THERMAL COM-PLEXUS
ANTIETA 'also includes vegetable active ingredients, scientifically selected and particularly similar to the skin tissue with the dual function of
regenerating in depth and giving surfaces a radiant, younger and healthier appearance.
The rich formulation contains functional substances with targeted anti-free radicals, rehydrating and anti-wrinkle, such as Vitamin E, Vitamin A,
Hyaluronic Acid, Grape Seed Oil and Myrrh extract. Sunscreens protect the skin from solar and luminous radiations, thus preventing the
photoinduced process of skin aging. The innovative and multi-active formulation allows the product to exert a real and effective anti-aging
action, helping, from the first applications, to attenuate existing lines and wrinkles and to give new energy and elasticity to the skin, leaving it
visibly compact and smooth, pleasantly soft and bright.
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The skin finds itself happily experiencing a regained youth during all the hours of day and night. EYE COMPLEX ANTI-AGE THERMAL
COMPLEX is an excellent base for make-up that keeps fresh and unchanged for a long time.
Thanks to its natural and derococompatible components, the product is also indicated for the most sensitive and delicate skins.
APPLICATION: Morning and evening, after cleansing and Tonic Thermal Water, apply to face and neck, avoiding the eye area. Gently massage
until completely absorbed.
For an optimal and complete Anti-Aging Treatment use in combination Eye Cream Thermal Anti-aging Complex of Ischia Thermae.

Reviews
There are yet no reviews for this product.
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